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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

MR BILDERBERG SOROS
Takes Control of Internet
February 26, 2015 – On 06/02/2011 World Net Daily (WND) printed an article titled,
“Soros-funded, Marxist-led group pushes Net control.” Since then most Amerikan
debt slaves just rolled over and went back to sleep. Today, 2-26-2015, Soros has
spent $200 million to gain complete control of the internet. He has done so by using
his control of his illegal alien stooge, Barry Soetoro. The 2011 WND article warned:
"The Federal Communications Commission colluded with a George Soros-funded, Marxist-founded
organization to publicly push a new plan to regulate the Internet under the government’s “net
neutrality” program, according to just released documents.
The shock material was released in response to a Freedom of Information request from Judicial
Watch, the public interest group that investigates and prosecutes government corruption."

Read more at: http://www.wnd.com/2011/06/306385/#12KMgAyPkdUoEltd.99
And today Newsmax reported, “Net neutrality is set to be approved by the FCC Thursday. Under
the proposed rules, Internet service would be treated like a utility. It is currently treated like an
information service, according to rules passed under the George W. Bush Administration .”

Read more: http://www.newsmax.com/US/George-Soros-Ford-Foundation-netneutrality-FCC/2015/02/25/id/626898/#ixzz3SsCSFDz1
The American Resistance Party declares that the FCC has no such authority to
legislate new laws concerning the internet.
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